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In the year 1527, following the invasion of Italy by 
Landsknechts, who were headed by Georg von Fr-
undsberg, the bubonic plague appeared in the coun-
try. These soldiers were part of an army that Charles 
V sent to invade Italy in order to subjugate the Italian 
states which had adhered to the League of Cognac. In 
Bologna during the year 1527 believers held a proces-
sion from the Sanctuary of the Madonna del Soccor-
so, through the city, as far as the Church of San Rocco. 
The reason for this practice was linked with the plague 
epidemic. After some cases of plague observed in the 
Borgo di San Pietro district the miracle of the interrup-
tion of the epidemics, thanks to the intervention of Our 
Lady, was narrated by the faithfuls. Later, after several 
decades, it was reported by several authors from Bolo-
gna, who were not witnesses to the facts, that the epi-
demic had involved 12,000 out of a total population of 
around 60,000 inhabitants at that time.
We re-evaluated this situation starting from the demo-
graphic data concerning the citizens in Bologna dur-
ing the 15th, 16th and 17th centuries. Furthermore, we 
performed a search in the State Archives in the city of 

SUMMARY

Bologna in order to find any public notices from the 
city authorities in the year 1527 aiming to counteract a 
plague epidemic. Our investigation found no elements 
to support the outbreak of this disease. Throughout 
the 16th century, until 1590, the population grew sig-
nificantly, and no public notices were issued or specif-
ic laws enacted to deal with the plague until the year 
1557. However, it remains possible that in the area in 
question, some episodes of plague occurred, but it was 
fortunately a micro-epidemic, which involved a very 
poor area of the city. Then this disease was self-limited.
However, in our opinion, this episode proved very im-
portant, since in this district of Bologna, and around 
a wooden image of the Madonna del Soccorso, a con-
fraternity took place, and its activities continued until 
the year 1798. This group of citizens also played a ma-
jor role in many charitable activities to aid the inhab-
itants of Bologna, during a difficult historical period, 
namely the Protestant Reformation, and contributed to 
strengthen the faith of Catholic believers.
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n NOTICES FROM AN HISTORICAL 
PERSPECTIVE

The XVI century proved a time very charged of 
facts, from both a political and a military point 

of view, not only in Italy, but also in Europe. In par-
ticular, the Italian peninsula became the major point 
of interest of all the most powerful European states.
Everything had its beginning in the year 1494, 
with the descent of the King of France Charles 
VIII until the city of Naples, entering Rome on 
December 31, thanks to the forced reception by 

Pope Alessandro VI Borgia. Notwithstanding the 
positive attitude of the Pope, Rome was sacked by 
the French troops.
Summarizing these events, the invasion of the 
Italian peninsula by Frenchs, although with a 
negative balance, gave to the world the image 
that Italy could be easily subdued.
In XV century, Italy had, due to its richness and its 
historical role and with Rome as the capital city of 
the Christian world, the most relevant geograph-
ical role in the whole Europe, so that the control 
of the Italian peninsula had a value which went 
beyond its trivial territorial significance. The dis-
covery of the New World and the routes through 
the Atlantic and the Indian Oceans caused a pro-
gressive loss of the Italian central role, which, in 
the past, significantly contributed to attract valu-
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able capitals and merchandises in its flourishing 
capital cities.
It has to be underlined that, after the descent of 
Charles VIII, at the end of XV century and during 
the early XVI century, syphilis appeared throughout 
Europe, first in Spain, then it quickly spread to Italy, 
France, and Germany (1, 2). Syphilis was favoured 
by the military campaigns which ended in the year 
1559 with the peace treaty of Chateau-Cambrésis.
The troops, causing devastation, plunder and vi-
olence, favoured the conditions for famine and 
social uprising. In this perspective, it has been 
considered what happened in Germany, after the 
start of the Reformation, promoted by Martin 
Lutero, after of his 95 theses were posted on the 
main door of the Cathedral of Wittemberg, on Oc-
tober 31, 1517.
Due to its richness, Italy represented one of the 
most leading causes of war among the European 
powers, and after the first descent of Charles VIIII 
other attacks followed. The other cause of conflict 
had a religious ground, although serious eco-
nomic and political interests were involved. An 
important reason was represented by the arrival 
of the Protestant Reformation in the political-reli-
gious scenario of that time.
As previously reported, the XVI century was a 
particularly turbulent historical period - even 
eight conflicts were fought in Italy between the 
years 1494 and 1559 -, at the end of these wars the 
Italian peninsula was ruled in its greatest part by 
Spain, since the Milan duchy, the Naples kingdom, 
the Sicily Kingdom, the Sardinia Kingdom, and 
the Tuscan Nation, known as the “ State of Presi-
di” were directly subject to its power. Moreover, 
Charles V of Hamburg was the Emperor of the Sa-
cred Roman Empire, king of Spain - the kingdom 
of Spain ruled all the territories of the “new world” 
acquired thanks to the conquistadores - as well as 
the king of The Netherlands, so that we can state 
that under the crown of Charles V of Hamburg a 
global empire appeared for the first time in the 
world. It has to be underlined that Charles V was 
first crowned as the King of Italy and later, in the S. 
Petronio Basilique in Bologna, he was crowned as 
the Emperor of the Sacred Roman Empire, by the 
Pope Clement VII. This Pope had opposed Charles 
V, during the previous years (3). 
But let’s come to the facts which are nearest to us. 
During the fifth war of Italy, in the year 1526, the 
army of Charles V went through Italy. A merce-

nary contingent of infantry was part of its army: 
they were the Landsknechts headed by Georg von 
Frundsberg. These soldiers were Lutherans, hated 
the Pope with religious fanaticism, and this feeling 
was extended to all Italians, both catholic and con-
fident in the Pope. The army headed by Charles V, 
after invasion of the Northern Italy and the over-
coming of the resistance opposed by the League of 
Cognac, arrived under the walls of Rome.
The attack to the “eternal city” started on May 6, 
1527, and the Landsknechts were the protagonists 
of multiple episodes of rape and devastations.
The Pope Clements VII took shelter in the S. An-
gelo castle, where he substantially remained as a 
prisoner until November 26 of the same year. In 
order to escape the impasse he was forced to sign 
an agreement that re-integrated him in the control 
of Pontifical state, but engaged him in convening 
a Council, and forced him to pay a very elevated 
sum of money.
On December 8 the Pope left Rome and went to the 
city of Orvieto. Later he moved to the city of Viter-
bo, where he remained until the end of the foreign 
occupation. After a prolonged series of plunders 
and also because of the mercenaries who were left 
without their commander in chief and their re-
wards - Georg von Frundsberg had died due to the 
wounds -, the imperial army finally left Rome. The 
city had been strongly devastated, during these 
events, so that its population was dramatically re-
duced from 53,000 to only 30,000 people.

n THE PLAGUE IN BOLOGNA DURING  
THE SPRING, 1527

According to Moreschi’s memories, after the in-
vasion of landsknechts, a plague epidemic hit the 
city of Bologna1 [3]. The troops of Charles V had 

1 An important historian from Bologna, called 
Guidicini, in his Notable facts of the city of Bologna, i.e. 
historical chronicle of its sacred places and public and private 
institutions published in the year 1870 wrote: “The 
plague of 1527 appeared in the Borgo di S. Pietro and had 
a large spread though the city. The religious brothers and all 
people who had a devotion for Our Lady of the Borgo resorted 
to the Virgin and after a procession carried out with Her 
image a blockade of the contagion was achieved After this 
miracle, since the the year 1528 it was started the tradition 
to make a procession until the Church of S. Rocco at Pratello, 
on the second Sunday after Easter” [4].
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passed before through the city of Mantua, which 
also thanks to the ambiguous behaviour of Feder-
ico II of the Gonzaga family, succeeded in avoid-
ing violence and plunders, but this city did not 
avoid the plague contagion. The epidemics strict-
ly followed the pathway of the imperial merce-
nary troops.
The clinical presentation of the “Black Plague” - 
since the year 1346 it interested the entire Europe 
with different waves - was characterized both by 
inflammation and a painful swelling of lymph 
nodes (the so called bubons), usually localized at 
inguinal, axillary or latero-cervical sites. The dis-
ease was characterized by a sudden onset with 
chills and fever, the infants could suffer from sei-
zures. In addition, vomiting, severe thirst, diffuse 
pains, headache, drowsiness and delirium could 
occur. Usually at the third day after the onset of 
symptoms, skin black lesion appeared, which 
referred to its name of “Plague or Black Death”; 
the death appeared shortly after these manifes-
tations.
The plague epidemic in Bologna, always ac-
cording to Moreschi2, caused an extremely el-
evated number of deaths: the referred figures 
(which cannot be considered reliable, accord-
ing to us), reported around 12,000 citizens who 
would have died in a period of time not so 
clearly defined, during the year 1527 [3, 4]. We 
may express some doubts about these figures, 
since should the epidemic had hit the Bologna 
population with a so devastating virulence, it 
should have generated a demographic disaster. 
Preliminarily we have to investigate around the 
amount of the population in the city of Bolo-
gna during the first three decades of the XVI 
century. The historian and demographer Athos 
Bellettini in his writings The population of Bolo-
gna published in 1961 rebuilt the demographic 
profile in Bologna. He wrote: 
“Until the second half of the XVI century we lack re-
liable notices on the amount of the population of the 
city of Bologna, based on demographic figures. As a 

2 Gian Battista Alessandro Moreschi is an author who 
lived between the XVIII and XIX century and wrote  
his paper: “Facts of the images of our Lady in Bologna 
collected by the abbot Moreschi at the start of the XIX 
century. With regard to the plague of the year 1527, he 
spoke about referred notices.

consequence, the available data reflect some estimates 
and hypotheses, coming from extensively approximate 
assumptions” [5].
During the XIV century, by means of calculations 
based on the number of household hearth - Salvi-
oli attributed 4 persons per each household hearth 
-, this author estimated that around the year 1371 
(after the carnage which occurred with the first 
plague epidemic), the urban population of Bo-
logna accounted for around 32,000 persons [6]. 
Another author, called Beloch, judges insufficient 
such a calculation, and assigns to every household 
a mean number of 5-6 persons; on these grounds, 
he estimated a comprehensive population of 
around 40,000-50,000 inhabitants [7].
The subsequent demographic observation was 
available only a century later, in the year 1495, and 
once again it is based on hypotheses only. Beloch, 
“going through some demographical data which 
were clearly uncomplete and were reported in a 
handwritten document preserved at the Universi-
ty Library of Bologna, estimates the population of 
that year in around 50,000 people. 
With regard to the subsequent year, another document 
retrived by Santini at the State Archive of Bologna, 
gives the first direct demographic figure, although par-
tial in its extent [8, 9]. He calculated that in the S. Pr-
ocolo district around 10,574 persons were living. The 
authors, hypothesizing that the number of inhab-
itants of the four districts of the city of Bologna 
was not so different from each other, estimated 
the overall population around 45,000 persons. Be-
loch, once again, raises his estimate up to 55,000 
inhabitants, for the same year [7].
According to the historian demographer Bellet-
tini, the data around the population of Bologna 
started to be less uncertain and more updat-
ed only since the year 1568. During that year, 
thanks to the hand-written reports by Alidosi, 
we know the first ecclesiastic evaluation of the 
“souls of communion”, and the “children of the 
catechism”, stratified according to the four dis-
tricts which composed the city [10]. On the basis 
of the estimates by Beloch, in the year 1568 the 
population of Bologna accounted for 55,000 in-
habitants.
Thanks to the ecclesiastical data, it is shown the 
overall population of the city, based on a summary 
of the overall number of inhabitants, usually de-
fined ristretto delle anime, Bellettini reports that in 
the year 1570 the population in Bologna, accord-
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ing to three different sources3, was around 61,700 
souls; while in the year 1581, it reached the num-
ber of 70,661 individuals [5]. In Figure 1 we find 
a graphical presentation of the demographic evo-
lution in Bologna from 1550 up to 1875, according 
to Bellettini’s data.
After these demographic premises, although con-
sidering their intrinsic limits, we have to give an 
answer to our prior question, i.e. if in Bologna 
really 12,000 persons went to death during the 
plague epidemic in 1527, according to the reports 
by Moreschi [3].
According to our opinion, this figure does not 
appear realistic, and therefore it is over-estimat-
ed. Actually, a so elevated number of deaths oc-
curred in a single year puzzles us, considering 
that the overall city population estimated at the 
end of the XV century was around 50,000 people, 
and 60 years later it accounted for even 60,000 in-
habitants. In other terms, we should think that in 
the range of a few decades not only a significant 
demographic recovery occurred, in comparison 
with the people lost due to the epidemic, but the 
Bologna population would have increased of fur-
ther 10,000 units. Looking to the birth rate, Bellet-
tini wrote: “… not considering small and time-limited 
changes, we consider the absolute trend of births in the 
longer period of time and it seems easy to identify a rise 

3 It refers to the data by Alidosi, to the relation taken 
by Gabella Grossa (preserved at the State Archive of 
Bologna), and to the work by Rinieri called “Chronicle 
of the most notable facts of the city of Bologna …”.

of birth rate, which characterized almost the entire XVI 
century as a phase of increasing population … [5].
The demographer Bellettini concluding his anal-
ysis wrote: “We can therefore state that the XVI 
century proved to be a phase of rapid popula-
tion increase in the city of Bologna; and the dec-
ade 1580-1590 represents the historical period of 
maximal demographic expansion of the city of 
Bologna, before the historical period ruled by Na-
poleon Bonaparte”. And he continued: “… this 
expansion has a sudden interruption during the 
subsequent years, when the city passed one of the 
hardest and most dramatic periods of its econom-
ic and social history, which had their peak in the 
year 1590, when thousands of citizens lost their 
life because of a heavy famine which involved the 
city and the surrounding countryside and contin-
ued until the end of the century” [5]. Therefore, 
according to the historian the XVI century proved 
a period of well-being for the people in Bologna, 
until at the end of the century relevant famines 
occurred, associated with a reduction of food sup-
plies inside the city walls. In conclusion, with re-
gard to the XVI century Bellettini does not refer 
about any relevant epidemic.
It has to be underlined that nobody of the Authors 
quoted by Bellettini reports a significant demo-
graphic loss caused by health care problems, dur-
ing the year 1527. Also, the proposed demograph-
ic data, although given through estimates, never 
confirmed an epidemic leading to a devastating 
impact on the Bologna society, as expected after 
the disappearance of 12,000 inhabitants during a 

Figure 1 - In the graph we pres-
ent the modification of the Bo-
logna city population from XVI 
up to the XIX century. Adapted 
from the volume of Bellettini [5]. 
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period of few months, and out of a comprehen-
sive population of 50,000 people.
After all the above quoted considerations, the 
clinical course of the “black plague” is reported. 
This epidemic hit the European continent with 
multiple epidemic waves, between the XIV and 
the XVII centuries. The clinical features were the 
same which were described during the previous 
plague epidemic, which spread in the Europe, 
starting from the year 1346 (XIV century). The 
classical lymph nodes swellings (“buboes”), had a 
quick tendency to undergo colliquation, and were 
associated with a septic state rapidly evolving to 
mental deterioration, hyperpyrexia, shock, and fi-
nally death. A small number of episodes had a be-
nign evolution. They were characterized by mild 
signs and symptoms and a resolution occurred af-
ter ten days, until cure. During the winter season 
and the epidemic peak of plague, typical cases of 
pulmonary plague were recognized: these pres-
entations were extremely severe, and the predom-
inant transmission was the respiratory one.
It seems possible that in the year 1527 in Bolo-
gna some cases of “sporadic” plague (according 
to our opinion), occurred, based on the chronicle 
held by Cavazzoni, written 80 years after the ep-
idemic [11]. These cases were described in a very 
poor district of the city of Bologna (Figura 2), 
that is called “Borgo di S. Pietro”. In this area a 
brotherhood of people devoted to our Lady was 
already founded a few years before and it was ac-
tively present with pious activities. The devotion 
of the citizens to this Lady (later She will be called 
“Madonna del Soccorso” - Lady of Aid), later in-
spired the building of a small church in the year 
1517, just close to the city walls, in the same place 
where a statue of our Lady was already present 
[12].
The devotion to the “Madonna del Soccorso”, al-
tough strongly felt by the inhabitants of the Borgo 
di S. Pietro, would have not involved the whole 
city, should cases of plague were not present, just 
in that district, in the year 1527.
Let’s come to the facts. In the same city district 
lived a priest, named Don Sigismondo. He was 
among the first victims of the plague, and accord-
ing to the reports in only one week all his fam-
ily members went to death. With regard to the 
death of the priest and his famiy, Cavazzoni in 
his manuscript written in the year 1608 reports: 
“… ma non sapendo che fusse stata la cagion della sua 

morte dalli Medici fu trovata la cagione, la quale fu-
rono cinque carboni pestilenti nella sua persona e la 
istessa settimana morì tutta la famiglia in numero di 
sei persone per Pestilenzala onde divulg’ava questa in-
usitata afflizione, Li mar.Signori et alti Magistrati del 
Regimento di Bologna furono fatte le debite provisio-
ni con diligente cura con banti et penne della vita alli 
trasgressori delli ordini sopra ciò. La onde durato molti 
mesi questa tremenda pestilenza.”4 [11]. On the basis 
of the alarm state in the city, the Senate of Bolo-
gna (one of the government forms in the city) had 
the role to diffuse regulations to isolate the source 
of the epidemic, that was considered as the pri-
mary mode of contagion5. When a case of plague 
was registered, either within the city walls or in 
the neighbourhood, usually notices and warn-
ing were widely diffused, in order to contain and 
counteract the epidemic.

4 “… but the cause of his death was unknown, and Physicians 
discovered five black lesions over him and six persons, 
belonging to his family, lose their life within a week. The city 
officials and magistrates in Bologna drew the due provisions 
with diligent care and enacted bans and even death penalty 
threats to the transgressors of the orders over it. This terrible 
pestilence lasted for many months”.
5 Nobody of the authors who referred about this 
epidemic, later wrote something about the precautions 
taken in this occasion.

Figure 2 - Map of the city of Bologna in the XVI century. 
The area highlighted in red represents the Borgo di S. 
Pietro. Also, the boundaries of the four districts of the 
Bologna city are marked.
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In this perpective, we examined the health care ar-
chive called “Assunteria di Sanità” in its series enti-
tled: “Bandi bolognesi sopra la peste XVI secolo”, at the 
State Archives of Bologna, to assess whether public 
notice to counteract the plague had been diffused 
during the year 1527. Surprisingly, no law or no-
tice against plague was found, with regard to the 
year 1527. On the basis of the bulky documenta-
tion available, the first dossier where some relation 
with the plague control is mentioned bears the date 
1557. The contents of the document are oriented 
against wandering, while the second announce-
ment is dated 1561. During the last decades of the 
XVI century we observed a progressive increase of 
laws against wandering, gypsies, scoundrels and 
foreigners. In the year 1575 we also found a law 
against the Jews, who were considered as a cause 
of spread of the contagion (Figure 3). 
Our search demonstrates that the episodes of 
plague registered in the year 1527 in the Borgo S. 
Pietro district, did not represent a relevant problem 
of public health for the population in Bologna.
Let’s come back to the history, concerning the 
worship of the “Madonna del Soccorso”. After 
the discovery of people, who were deceased close 
to their home, the members of the brotherhood6 
prayed the Lady, in order to obtain the mercy 
to become free from the epidemic. Cavazzoni so 
wrote on this subject: “Gli devoti homini della Com-

6 The brotherhood was suppressed on August 2, 1798

pagnia sopra detta con vera fiducia et viva speranza 
andorno tutti concordi alla chiesa della Madonna et 
ivi prostrati con devoti priegi et caldissime lacrime 
avanti alla S. Immagine vera nostra Madre di miser-
icordia et soccorso, pregandola che degnar si volesse 
placare col suo caro figliolo la giusta ira del gran Padre 
Eterno conto a peccati nostri, fornite le debite orationi 
per maggiore honore et spirituale decoro, ordinorno li 
predetti homini di levare la veneranda Imagine la pre-
sente sera invitando tutti quelli della contrada et tutti 
li circonvicini della Parocchia al ritrovarsi alla Chiesa 
della Madonna con torze et altri honori che più possi-
bili fusse per accompagnare questa santissima Vergine 
et così stando li presenti, cantando quella devota ora-
tione la quale prescrisse Papa Giovanni XXII per una 
pestilentia che fu in Bologna l’anno 1399, cioè Stabat 
Mater dolorosa iuxtacrucem lacrimosa ect, et così 
preparati con atti humili et scalzi, con silizzi (cilici), 
con meste voci invocavono il divino aiuto, levando la 
Santissima Madonna et sotto a una umbella di seta et 
oro posta fu et incaminata con grandissima devotione 
la processione andando in capo del Borgo cantando 
preci et devote oratione et con meste voci invocando 

Figure 3 - Public notice against Jewish. State Archive 
of Bologna. ASBO, Assunteria di Sanità, Bandi bologne-
si sopra la peste (sec. XVI).

Figure 4 - An old image of the wooden statue of the 
Madonna del Soccorso. According to the arts historia 
by Renzo Grandi, “it was datable not beyond the early 
XIV century”. According to this opinion, it should be 
the oldest wooden sculpture of the city of Bologna 
(Figure published with the permission of the Rector 
of the Parish Beata Vergine del Soccorso, Monsignor 
Pierpaolo Sassatelli).
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misericordia misericordia, raccomandandosi a ques-
ta vera nostra avvocata protettrice, et con singulti et 
voti di penitenza offerivano a questa vera Regina del 
nostro Soccorso, et così finita la processione, colloca-
ta la Santissima Immagine sopra l’altare, cessò subito 
per li meriti et prieghi di questa gran madre di Dio la 
tremenda pestilenza per tutta la città et suo contà, et 
questa votivagratia fu la seconda domenica dopo Pas-
qua di resurretione …”. 7

In his manuscript, Cavazzoni reports a complete 
list of all devout persons of the brotherhood who 
took a vow …”
According to Cavazzoni, when the statue came 
back to the Borgo chapel after the procession, 
the plague immediately disappeared. After these 
facts, considered like a miracle by the population, 
the devotion to the “Beata Vergine del Soccor-
so” (Figure 4) spread all over the city, the small 
church was enlarged, and the urban authorities 
established that a Mass and a solemn procession 
would have been hold for ever, during the second 
Sunday after Easter, going through the city until 
the church of S. Rocco, in the Pratello district.
This vow starting from the year 1527 has been al-
ways respected until now, although with a more 

7 “The devout persons of the confraternity, with true trust and 
hope, all together went to the Lady’s church, and, kneeling 
with devotional prayers in front of the image of our Lady 
(of the Relief), implored Her to intercede with Her Son and 
the Heavenly Father, to forgive their sins and to block the 
pestilence. In addition, the confreres provided the due orations 
to Our Lady to grant Her a great honour and spiritual decorum 
and decided to carry the image of the Virgin in procession, that 
same evening. They invited all the population, who lived both 
in the Parish district and all around it, to move towards the 
Lady’s Church, accompanying the Image of Virgin. All people 
had to meet in that place with torches and other honors and 
to sing a devout prayer. Pope John XXII had prescribed it for 
counteracting a pestilence which occurred in in Bologna in 
1399, that is: Stabat Mater dolorosa iuxtacrucem lacrimosa 
ect. [1] Then, these individuals, with humble acts and barefoot, 
wearing cilices, and with sad voices invoked the Divine help, 
and, raising up the the Image of the Virgin, put Her under 
an umbrella of silk and gold. The procession began and took 
place in the distric of Borgo S. Pietro. The people singing 
prayers and asking mercy recommended themselves to the 
Virgin of the Relief and offered vows of penitence. At the end 
of the procession, when the Holy Image was placed above the 
altar, the tremendous pestilence in the city and its countryside 
ceased immediately, throughout the intercession of Our Great 
Mother of God, and this grace occurred during the second 
Sunday after Easter of Resurrection.

reduced route. Later, when dramatic health care 
problems occurred8, like in the year 1630 when an 
extremely lethal plague epidemic occurred (see 
the demographic picture of Bologna from 1550 to 
1875) and again in the year 1855 when a cholera 
epidemic involved the city with over 4,000 victims, 
the believers placed their trust with unchanged de-
votion, to the “Madonna del Soccorso”. 
Beyond the manifestations of religious worship, 
mainly performed in consideration of the popu-
lar faith, it remains unclear how the Bologna city 
government succeeded in limiting the diffusion of 
the epidemic. The plague was present inside the 
city walls, and we can think that the hygienic con-
ditions could favour its diffusion; however, the 
demographic data did not confirm those reported 
by Cavazzoni in his work, that was drawn-up af-
ter these facts [11].
The city doors were probably closed, leading to a 
trading restriction – at that time the plague was 
thought to enter the city with food, clothes, and 
linen, and it’s possible that such an approach, 
together with other unspecificied measures, con-
tributed to contain the impact of contagion. As 
expected, a severe economical crisis occurred, like 
the same situation experienced in other locations 
and in other times.
Considering all possible variables, the city gov-
ernment selected a pragmatic approach, by open-
ing the city doors. Ludovico Antonio Muratori 
in his political essay entitled: “Del Governo polit-
ico della peste e delle maniere di guardarsene”, later 
wrote: “In Bologna nella Peste del 1527 fu ritrovato in 
fine per miglior rimedio il levare i Sequestri, e lasciata 
la libertà, e rimesso il Commerzio, permettere che tut-
ti comprassero e vendessero, per cui tolta la ristrettezza 
si slargò il cuore al popolo, e molti camparono, che al-
trimenti sarebbero morti.”9 [13].

8 The population of Bologna in the year 1624 included 
61,691 inhabitant and it decreased to 46,747 in the year 
1631 with a loss of 24%. [5]. The figure and its graphs 
allow to better approciate the significant changes 
occurred over time.
9 In Bologna during the Plague of 1527 the better solution 
was to take off the isolation and quarantine, to grant the 
freedom again and to restore the Trade. Everyone was 
allowed to buy and sell, therefore once the narrowness 
was removed, the population took heart again, and a 
lot of people started to live again, whereas otherwise 
they would have died.
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To be complete also from a social point of view, 
we underline that in the same year 1527 the “Con-
servatorio delle Putte del Baraccano” was open. 
This assistential institution was engaged in ac-
commodating female orphans and young girls 
without a dowry for an eventual marriage. After 
these anthropological, religious and social-polit-
ical considerations, here we consider the means 
used by physicians during these epidemics. We 
state first that in absence of microbiological and 
physio-pathologic facts, only an absolutely em-
piric treatment was available. Sometimes the an-
cient knowledge handed down from old times 
were recovered in the medical knwoledge in the 
Sixteenth century since Midddle Ages.
The Venetian teriaca7 acted as a “multifunction 
medicine”, and was used since the Roman time 
and considered able to combact “the venoms 
created by the organism”, resulting effective in 
the event of cough, malignant fever caused by 
renal malfunction, by chest pain, to enforce the 
heart and its spirits, to protect the body against 
venoms and bites by either snakes and dogs, 
be able to to restore bodies weakened by occult 
reasons, to restore the lost appetite, to cure mi-
graine, to awake sexual wishes, to block mads’ 
frenzies by inducing sleep, to favour the elimina-
tion of worms, and finally to preserve the body 
from infections like those caused by leprosy and 
plague”.
The recipes for the teriaca preparation were nu-
merous: 62 components had been quoted by Gale-
nus, but 74 compounds were used in the Spanish 
pharmacopoeia. The preparation was very com-
plicated, and in the pharmacies in Bologna, Na-
ples, Venice and Rome, the teriaca was prepared 
in elevated amounts, becoming during the XIV 
century a relevant economic income for the cities 
too, since it was thought to cure but also prevent 
the plague development. The pharmacies in Ven-
ice were considered the most reliable, since many 
drugs could be available, directly coming from the 
Far East, where they were produced. In particular, 
opium, came from Thebes and from Turkey and 
the famous vipers - an essential ingredient in the 
production of the teriaca - were captured in the 
Venetian hinterland.
The preparation of the teriaca was a true ritual, 
it was studied in its minimal particulars. In the 
city of Venice, the teriaca was prepared in front 
of the population and the different components 

were exposed to the public vision for three days, 
to make clear to the entire people that the prepa-
ration was genuine and to prove the goodness of 
what was put on the market. The preparation of 
the teriaca was performed in Bologna with a sim-
ilar ritual and it was carried out in the courtyard 
of the Archiginnasio palace (the former seat of the 
University in Bologna) and represented a relevant 
public event (Figure 5).
The teriaca was the most prescribed medication, 
obviously to those who had a sufficient income 
to pay, while the majority of the population usu-
ally did not have sufficient money to buy it. The 
physicians also prescribed abundant bloodlet-
tings and enemas, which probably accelerated the 
evolution toward the death in already deprived 
patients. 
As reported above, when all other remedies were 
lacking, the people of the city of Bologna relied on 
faith and on worship of the “Madonna del Soccor-
so”, by visiting the sanctuary located in the Bor-
go and by repeating the annual procession on the 
second Sunday after Easter.
Also, in the year 1630, when the well-known 
Manzoni’s plague occurred, the procession was 
carried out from the sanctuary of our Lady of 
the Borgo to the S. Rocco church in the Pratello 
district. Unfortunately, in this last circumstance 
the plague was implacable, and it had a signifi-
cant demographic impact (Figure 1). The secular 
history of the Sanctuary devoted to Madonna 
del Socccorso was suddenly interrupted on June 
5, 1944, when during one of the bombing of the 

Figure 5 - The preparation of the teriaca in the court-
yard of the Archiginnasio palace, as it was at the end 
of 1700. Watercolour by Domenico Ramponi, 1818.
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World War II, an explosive device of the English 
American aviation destroyed it (Figure 6). At that 
moment, also the rector, who decided to remain 
into the church, died.
The wooden statue of the Madonna del Soccorso 
escaped this destruction, since in the meantime 
it had been carried in a sure place. Unfortunate-
ly, the wonderful oratory of the XVI century was 
also destroyed [14]. Immediately after the war, 
the church was re-built in the same place. In con-
clusion of our survey, no evidence has been found 
about a plague epidemic which hit Bologna in the 
year 1527. From all reports (all of them written af-
ter 1527), we can state that in the city district called 
the “Borgo Madonna del Soccorso”, a group of 
persons close to the priest Don Sigismondo, died 
from plague; the first one was the priest himself. 
According to all documents preserved at the State 
Archive of Bologna, the city government did not 
diffuse public notices of laws to avoid the plague 
contagion in the year 1527. The studies from his-
torian demographers did not show demographic 
crisis due to an exceeding mortality: on the con-
trary, during the entire century a stable increase of 
the population was shown, with a small decrease 
only during the last decade, due to a severe crisis 
on food supplying. 
Our research demonstrated the important role 
that the religious worship, and in particular that 
toward our Lady, had in favour of faith and social 
cohesion.

In times characterized by famine, epidemics, and 
bloody wars, the population of Bologna was at 
risk to lose some of its institutional references, but 
the religious institutions and the brotherhoods 
demonstrated a valuable role. Through charity 
programs, they guaranteed to the poors, an as-
sistance that public institutions were not able to 
offer.
In conclusion, it is to remind that in the year 1527, 
a decade after the Protestant Reformation, the 
Church was passing through a dramatical histori-
cal period; also, in Italy several criticisms emerged 
against some areas of the Church hierarchy, that 
was less active in the respect for the evangelical 
word. The religious fervour and the movement 
of religious companies and brotherhood certainly 
played a significant role in strengthening the faith 
of the God’s people.
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